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Declaration of compliance: California: "Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986"
(Proposition 65)

DearValued Customer,
FELCO SA is committed to providing safe, high quality products to our business partners and customers. We
have worked with our vendors and suppliers to ensure that our supply chain will meet Prop 65 standards. We
hereby confirm that to the best of our knowledge, with the exception for some select products (see list of items
below), all FELCO branded products comply with the requirements of the California "safe Drinking Water and
Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986" (Proposition 65),
Products not in compliance will be labelled as such in accordance with Proposition 65 requirements, these
products are: FELCO 20, FELCO 21, FELCO 22, FELCO C9, FELCO C12, FELCO C16, FELCO C16E, FELCO
Cl08, FELCO C112. As soon as these products meet Proposition 65 standards, we willsend another
communication stating as such.
ln case of incomplete or inaccurate information given by our suppliers or third parties,
address the issue.

if

discovered we will

This statement of Compliance is established on the base of our existing knowledge. lt is no longer valid in case of
modification of the legislation.

This information is valid for the products as they leave the warehouses under FELCO's control and does not
include any modifications, items, or packaging added or used by the buyer or a third party.
FELCO willcontinue to monitor the Proposition 65 regulations and communicate any changes in compliance to
our concerned parties either directly or through our website. For additional information concerning proposition
65 please consult the OEHHA website www.p65warninq.ca.qov.
Thank you for your trust and continued support of the FELCO brand and products

in

your market.

Sincerely,

FELCOSA
Nicolet, CEO

Stephan Kopietzki, CCO
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